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About This Content

A famous name from the 1940s comes to FSX: Steam Edition! The Hawker Hurricane lost out somewhat in the fame stakes to
the much more renowned Spitfire, but the reality is that Hurricanes proved more effective than Spitfires in the Battle of Britain.

It was a more robust aircraft, and its fabric-over-frame construction meant that it was cheaper and quicker to build and repair
than the Spitfire with its monocoque all-metal construction. The prototype first flew on the 6th November, 1935, and the

aircraft was steadily improved and altered to eventual production standard.

Developed by Just Flight, Battle of Britain Hurricane add-on for FSX: Steam Edition includes three versions of this remarkable
aircraft, from the Prototype through the early Mk1 two-bladed Rotol propeller version to the Mk1's more refined three-bladed
propeller type. With an incredibly detailed cockpit, several model variations, exacting flight dynamics, realistic engine sounds
and top quality paint schemes, the Hurricane makes an ideal stablemate for its famous sister, the Supermarine Spitfire (also

available in the FSX: Steam Edition store).

Features:

Highly detailed exterior models

High quality interactive 3D Virtual Cockpit

Realistic sounds

Canopy jettison feature
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11 authentic liveries

Animated pilot figure

Detailed Merlin engine visible

Numerous animations

High fidelity flight model

Detailed manual

Engine start and gun effects

Multiple viewpoints

Opening inspection hatches and a fully detailed exterior cockpit

Removable features include fuel tank cover, inspection panel on starboard side and gun hatches on wing

Includes Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of France' period model with wooden two-bladed propeller, ring-and-bead gun sight,
fabric wings as well as Hawker Hurricane Mk1 'Battle of Britain' period model

Interior models recreating early Hurricane with ring-and-bead gun sight as well as Mk1 production cockpit with reflector
gunsight

Exterior models built following the most accurate plans available, to achieve highly accurate profiles and shapes

Features modelled fabric over stringer rear fuselage

Specular and bump mapped where appropriate

Engine start battery trolley

Virtual cockpits completely modelled to portray the real cockpit in full detail

Every switch, knob and lever works, most with bespoke animation code

Shadow textured where appropriate

Animations include sliding canopy, animated pilot figure, canopy jettison feature, undercarriage, movable radiator flap,
retracting foot step and hand grabs, flaps, rudder, elevators, ailerons and trim tabs

Fuel tank cover can be removed to reveal tank, supply pipes and fittings

Inspection panel on starboard side can be removed to reveal cockpit detail

Gun hatches on wing can be removed to reveal Browning machine guns, ammunition feeders and fully modelled shells

Special effects include engine start smoke effect and gun firing effects and sounds

Highly detailed texture mapping without compromising frame rates
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Layered paint kit included to help create your own liveries (suitable additional paint program such as Photoshop
required)
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havent gotten into it looks great. Thank you for your hardwork! I ve been waiting for this game since freak quency. Played it,
loved the story It was nice to see old characters from the past game. Cant wait for your future projects. *-* <3. Seems to be
exactly what I was looking for in the genre. Haven't had a lot of time to play it yet. But on the first test it fully supported my
joystick (Logitech X3D pro) unlike few other resently released titles. The plane seemed to handle like I expaected them to do.
Honestly I just played 1 dogfight, so I wount comment on the campaign mode. My biggest problem with this title is that it
doesn't support 1080p resolution.. I enjoyed this game very much. Very simple gameplay and extremely deep historical touch.
True grand strategy game. Very recommended!. Trying to get into the Sonic franchise? Trying to get the bad taste that is Forces,
out of your mouth? If you answered either, you came to the right place. Sonic Generations is a simple yet skill based speed
platformer which has you control 2 Sonics.

Classic Sonic is 2D only and is all about side-scrolling. Modern Sonic is a mix of 3D and 2D, but focuses on going fast and
maintaining that speed by dodging whatever the level throws at you. Most people prefer Modern Sonic, but I'd say find the
Sonic that works for you.

The main fun about this game is trying the levels over again and mastering them, that's the sense of accomplishment you'll get.
The game isn't long though, you'll beat the game within 2-3 hours. But that's when the mods come in, which is the reason the PC
version of Generations is the best.

Want to play Classic levels with Modern Sonic and vice versa? You can do that. Want to try some of the levels from Sonic
Unleashed? You can do that too. There are a *ton* of mods for this game, so replaying the game to find something new is never
an issue.

Overall, I recommend this game. Better than Forces and the best game to get you into the Sonic franchise.
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So for this sequel ill just be mainly pointing to my review of part 1. To Recap:

Pros
----------------------------------------------------
-I really think the voice acting is great. The main characters are really enjoyable and the other characters are well cast.
-Fantastic music. Unfortunately the main music producer passed away during development but a friend of his worked on
finishing and it came out amazing! Also, just like Part 1 the soundtrack to this game is available separately and all proceeds go
to charity, very cool!
-Great graphics
-Fun story
-Funny dialogue\/monologue
-Good game "flow". No moon logic or pixel hunting.

Meh.
----------------------------------------------------
-No lip-syncing. As the rest of the game is so detailed I don't really mind this. However given the level of detail in everything
else in this game it does stand out somewhat.
-It would be nice if the text changed color depending on who was talking.

Cons
---------------------------------
-The main drawback to this series is its cost. At $20 regular asking price for Part 2 and about 3.5 hours of game time, its simply
expensive for a point & click adventure game. The quality of the game over all compensates for this, but I still think its what
holding this game back from being played by more people.

Overall its a fun chapter and i think is basically the same quality as the first. Again, the cost is pretty much the the only negative.
If your a P & C die-hard and can catch it on a sale i say its totally worth checking out! And if you like the music pick up the
soundtrack, all proceeds go to charity!. its music. good music. i lika da music. why are you reading this review. its a soundrack.
get it. plz.. Would be better if it had consistent speeds on the arrows
it made it feel more like a reaction time game rather than a rhythmic game. It's...I'll give it a six out of ten: okay, but not perfect.
And perhaps slightly below average, considering what goes for average in games these days (we're a spoiled bunch).

The good is easy to describe: the game looks good, handles very well and the soundtrack is amazing (though there's hardly any
variety). I'd say that the first few levels you play will be very good (considering the price class of the game, obviously).

The problem...this is first and foremost an endless climber. The story mode is just tacked on (the radio messages are among the
worst quality one's I've ever heard. I mean...I put more emotion in "my toast is burned" than the authors put in "everyone's
dead"), but nonetheless something that'll keep you busy.

The endless climbing is where it's at. Though I'm not sure if I'm awesome at this game, or it just being really easy. I mean...even
at playing "really hard" I felt more bored of playing the same levels than be given a challenge. So...not to sound demeaning, but
I'd recommend this more to an inexperienced audience than an avid platformer.

And perhaps one strange question: why aren't there wall obstacles anywhere? I mean...I get that this isn't a vertical maze or
something, but c'mon...shouldn't this be an obvious addition?. Its fake game. Awfull. Dont buy it . Its waste of money.
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